H.D.S. module carrier

H.D.S. module slide-in

The H.D.S. module carrier can be equipped with modules,
as required, from the front or the rear. The modules are
anchored safely in the module carrier using a snap-in lock.
The cumbersome screw-in is not required. The incoming and
outgoing cables can be fed comfortably through strain-relief
rails. Despite the high packing density, a later expansion is
possible at any time due to the modular design.

The H.D.S. modular splice distribution box 19" 4U 10HP
has been developed for the installation in 19" 4U module
carriers. The splice distributors are pre-equipped with 6 splice
cassettes. 12 splices are provided for each splice cassette.
The cassettes are installed to be browsed. The modules can
be slid in the 4U module carrier from the front or the rear.
When fully equipped, 8 modules can be installed in a 19"
4U module receptacle, therefore 576 splice connections on
19" 4U are possible.

Characteristics:
Material
Color
Dimensions

Module feed
Module fastening

Steel sheet zinc coated powder coated
gray, RAL 7035
cover; metallic glossy
19" 4U
H.D.S. module carriers for 8 modular
splice distributors in a 19” data
cabinet
both sides (front and rear mounting
possible)
8 slots, module in snap-in fastening

EasyLan®-H.D.S.
Splice distribution system

H.D.S. Module carrier 19" 4U
for 8 modular splice distribution boxes

Characteristics:
Material
Color
Dimensions
Cover
Installation
Cable inlet:
FO route cable
FO module feed

Steel sheet zinc coated powder coated
gray, RAL 7035
H.D.S. modular splice distributors
for 72 fibers 19" 4U 10HP
powder coated
19" 4U module carrier

M-screw connection straight
individual through screw connections
strain-relieved
Design 6 x splice cassettes,
1 x M20 screw connection straight
6 x cable screw connection for outgoing
12ers H.D.S. pigtails

Designation

Order number

H.D.S. Module carrier 19" 4U for 8 modular splice distribution boxes

xxxxxxx

H.D.S. modular splice distributors 19" 4U 10HP with 6 splice cassettes (for up to 72 fibers)

xxxxxxx

H.D.S. splice cassette set 6ers
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